L-vocalisation
Not all phonological changes affect a single segment/feature
๏ L-vocalisation is a well-identified, stereotypically Scots feature (though
by no means restricted to it!)
๏ It involves the loss of a coda-/l/ (probably by way of [ɫ]) with
concomitant diphthongisation or lengthening of the preceding vowel
๏

Source

half

[aɫ]

bolster

[oɫ]

full

[uɫ]

Older Scots

hawff

[au]

bouster

[ou]

fow

[uː]

In much of the literature on Scots, L-vocalisation is seen as a
completed or very advanced by the end of the 15th century
๏ Data for the process, however, is somewhat impressionistic
๏ What does our data have to say about this?
๏

L-vocalisation: corpus data
A search of our entire corpus yielded:
39 morphemes (types) with the target environment
(an etymological back vowel followed by coda <l>)
๏ 21 of these morphemes (types) displayed L-less
spellings
๏

7,909 individual spellings (tokens) with the target
environment
๏ 74 of these spellings displayed L-less spellings
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L-vocalisation: spatio-temporal distribution
Time:
๏ Is L-vocalisation growing over our corpus?
๏ Some problems: data is not balanced
๏ Still, there is no noticeable growth

L-vocalisation: spatio-temporal distribution
Space:
๏ Is

L-vocalisation localised in our corpus?
๏ Some problems: data is not balanced
๏ Still, there is no noticeable pattern
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L-vocalisation:
๏ The

paucity of the data for L-less spellings in the relevant contexts
leads us to contradict the common assumption that L-vocalisation is
well underway by the end of the 15th century.

๏ L-vocalisation

remains a vary low-level phenomenon in Scots, with
no evident regional pattern during the period of the LAOS corpus

๏ This

would not have been discoverable with impressionistic – non
quantitative – data gathering
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What will the FITS corpus do?
FITS provides a first grapho-phonologically parsed corpus for a
historical language variety
๏ It will allow users to:
๏ Survey and quantify the relationships between spellings and sounds
๏ Pinpoint linguistic contexts where particular sounds/spellings occur
๏ Map attestations in the corpus to etymological source-forms
๏ Link sources and attestations via a detailed corpus of changes
๏ Trace variation across the time-period of the corpus and establish
the time-depth of particular features of the sound system
๏ Identify the spacial spread of variants across the attested locations
๏ Correlate variants with other metadata such as text genre
๏ Provide links to the relevant entries in OED and DSL
๏

Advantages of graphs-phonological parsing
Provides a close look at the distribution of spellings in nonstandardised systems

๏

๏ Allows

for a data-driven reconstruction of the sound systems that
underpin spellings
Is applicable to any sound-based historical records of non-standard
languages

๏

Suitable for the analysis of spelling practices in contemporary nonstandard language: indigenous languages, dialect writing, etc.

๏

Thanks!
More at www.amc.lel.ed.ac.uk/fits/
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